
Is repackaging  
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES  
a challenge in your pharmacy?

Safecor Health reduces that challenge by repackaging most C-II and C-III through V 
controlled substances into unit-dose. Repackaging with Safecor Health also  
provides your pharmacy with cost savings opportunities, regulatory compliance 
and reduced stress. 

Simplify your day-to-day operations

1. Place an order on your wholesaler ordering platform on your bill to/ship to account for bulk C-IIs to be repackaged. CSOS is not 
required for C-III through V orders.

2. Don’t worry about signing the front end of CSOS — simply notify Safecor Health that there is a C-II order to be signed.

3. Log into Safecor Health’s Express 222 CSOS platform (operated by Legisym) to create and digitally sign the order, over-estimating 
the yield by 10%. Safecor Health’s pharmacist will enter the correct amount shipped upon completion of the repackaging. 

4. Safecor Health’s pharmacist signs the front-end wholesaler CSOS and the wholesaler delivers the bulk C-II drugs to Safecor Health.

5. Safecor Health’s pharmacist goes back into the wholesaler’s CSOS and receives the order, closing out the wholesaler transaction.

6. Safecor Health repackages the drug and our pharmacist enters the quantity shipped in our CSOS platform on the order that the 
hospital previously signed. 

7. Safecor Health ships the repackaged drugs to your hospital. Once you receive the repackaged drug, simply log into Safecor Health’s 
CSOS to receive the order and closes out the transaction.

Repackaging C-IIs with Safecor Health is easy!

Ready to remove the stress of repackaging controlled substances?
For more information, contact us at 800.447.1006 or sales@safecorhealth.com.
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